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Adventures in Swedish Lapland...

Aurora Safaris are a collection of exclusive and high-end properties
that deliver and host all-inclusive Arctic experiences that are
designed to bring like-minded people together to enjoy and share
experiences and appreciate Arctic nature during their very own
personalised and custom-built journeys.
Aurora Safaris prides themselves on making their guests feel at
home and visitors will always be met with a welcoming arrival, have
a personal host on hand who takes care of their environment, food
and activities before a fond farewell on departure.
Each unique property of the Aurora Safaris family brand – Aurora
Safari Camp, The Outpost and Blombergs Guest House - offers
something different but all with the same ethos.
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Aurora Safaris
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The Aurora Safari Camp
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The Aurora Safari Camp
The beautiful Aurora Safari Camp is the first glamping site in the world of its kind which was
specially created to celebrate Arctic winter conditions and was founded in 2013 by Photographer
Fredrik Broman and Safari specialist Jonas Gejke. The camp is perfectly positioned next to a large
frozen lake, Lake Degerselet – only a fraction smaller than Manhattan Island - that is a part of
Råne River, with beautiful vistas all around and an uninterrupted view of the night sky above
making it the perfect destination for a Northern Lights adventure.
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The idea of an Arctic glamp-site came when Fredrik
and Jonas worked together, in Kenya for some years in
the Safari industry. The Aurora Safari Camp takes it’s
inspiration from the smaller, hidden bush camp-model
in Kenya, but adjusting it for the unpredictable Arctic
weather, climate and conditions. Jonas now solely
owns and runs the camp and the rest of the operation
with his business partner and wife Naila Sher.
The Aurora Safari Camp is the perfect place for friends,
families or colleagues to come together for a unique
holiday to Swedish Lapland. This ultimate glamping

At the camp there are 3 Lavvu rooms and

hide-out hidden in the seemingly never-ending forests

2 Lapland cones.

can also be hired exclusively by your group meaning
the experience is truly yours and yours alone.

Each

traditional

Sami-inspired

canvas

tent (Lavvu) is beautifully furnished and
decorated to give guests a comfortable
stay. NEW UPGRADES for the Lavvus
include insulated walls, a small glass
veranda that is North facing (perfect for
the Aurora) and an en-suite bathroom
consisting of an incineration toilet and
wash basin. Each Lavvu can be set as
single, double, twin or family with up to 3-4
beds in each. In each tent there are burners
that remain warm throughout the night to
keep the tent cosy and warm no matter the
temperature outside.
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Each Lapland Cone can be set at double or twin. There is a glass roof and panoramic

The Aurora Safari Camp

windows on one side which are also north-facing to enable guests the best chances
of spotting the Aurora from their room. NEW UPGRADES for the Lapland Cones
include a separate entrance hallway; to remove winter clothing and boots before
heading inside; and an en-suite bathroom consisting of an incineration toilet and
wash basin. In each cone there are heaters that remain warm throughout the night.
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SHOWERS & SAUNA
For washing; there is a shower at the floating sauna
down by the lake. With hot water, a firewood burner
it is comfortable and cosy and guests can enjoy this
privately by themselves every day whilst at the camp.
Whilst in the summer, the sauna floats beautifully on
the water; in the winter it is frozen into the ice and
there is a small ice pool to take a plunge in after the
sauna! It is one of the most magical highlights of a stay
here at the camp during the winter months.
Drinks, local delicacies and snacks are served in the
pretty surroundings on the ice and it is a great spot for
the Aurora too!
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DINING/LOUNGE AREA
There is a communal lounge and dining area at the Camp; a square Canvas tent,
insulated with a cosy fireplace and the possibility to set one long table for all guests
or separate tables for individual groups. There are comfortable resting chairs
around the fireplace to sit back and relax and there is a bar with a small kitchen
from which delicious meals are served by the hosts. Outside on the veranda guests
will find an outdoor fireplace where guests can sit and relax with a great view of
the Råne River and the lake.
Situated 70km from Lulea Airport, the journey to the camp begins with a beautiful
drive through dense forest with the chance to spot some of the local wildlife on the
way. You will arrive at the reception house and then the last part of your transfer
to the camp is in a snowmobile sleigh. The excitement of arriving at the camp by
a non-traditional method of transport only adds to the feeling of being completely
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remote and in the heart of the wilderness!
At the camp you get a chance to really spend time out in the elements (whilst still
being in comfortable surroundings). Here, you will take in sounds from the forest,
wildlife, birds or from icecaps of the frozen waters and get to experience something

The Aurora Safari Camp

truly unique.
During your stay at the Aurora Safari Camp all meals and drinks are included.
Breakfast, lunch, 4 course dinner and snacks and drinks that are served all day.
There is always a house red, white, sparkling wine, and a selection of beer. A small
bar is also available with whiskey, gin, vodka, rum etc.

The sauna on the lake - Unlimited private use, with
drinks and snacks.
Fatbikes - Snow-adapted mountain bikes ideal to
cruise the winter tracks around the camp with.
Kicksleds - The classic transportation in the north for
hundreds of years. Upgraded with better runners that
are smooth on the winter trails.
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ACTIVITIES INCLUDED AT THE
AURORA SAFARI CAMP

Snowshoes - Ideal to explore the forest and the
nearby islands.
Nordic skis - Possible to use both on the tracks and
also cross country.
The use of the above equipment is included in a stay
at the camp for guests to use as and when they wish.
Guides will get guests started if they want to explore
by themselves or they will come along and lead if
guests would prefer. The area has a varied terrain,
and the guides and hosts keep a many different
tracks open to get around in throughout the months
of winter.
Extra winter clothes such as winter suits, boots, hats,
gloves etc are provided for guests.
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PRIVATE GUIDED TRANSFERS

House and The Outpost Lodge. We work very closely
with our own lodges as they are the ideal complimentary
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When staying at the Aurora Safari Camp guests will

accommodation to a stay at the Aurora Safari Camp

always be picked up by a guide that knows the camp

either before or after your stay. We also work closely with

and most likely will show up again during your stay as

Arctic Bath, Treehotel, Brändön Lodge, Pine Bay Lodge,

an outdoor/snowmobile guide or as a camp/lodge host.

Clarion/Savoy in Luleå, the ICEHOTEL, Björkliden, Abisko

A transfer with Aurora Safaris is not just a transfer. It’s

Mountain Lodge, Fjellborg Arctic Lodge, Loggers lodge,

a guided forest drive where you have the chance to see

and many lodges in Finnish Lapland.

The Aurora Safari Camp

moose, reindeer, and other wildlife and of course the
beautiful landscapes. All guides live in the area with a

If you’re looking for something truly magical that

variety of backgrounds guiding here, and at other places

heightens the feeling of being secluded in the Northern

in the world.

wilderness then why not book a stay that means zero
car transportation between lodges? From mid-January

Private guided transfers can be arranged from/to

onwards from the Aurora Safari Camp you can transfer to

anywhere in Swedish Lapland and northern Finland. In

Blombergs Guest House, The Outpost, Sörbyn Lodge and

addition to the Aurora Safari Camp; Aurora Safaris also

Arctic retreat by snowmobiles, Nordic skis or dog sled! An

have two other accommodation sites – Blombergs Guest

amazing way to travel through this beautiful area.
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The Outpost
Lodge
11
The Outpost lodge is the former grocery store of the
small village of Mårdsel that has been beautifully
renovated to a high standard. Situated just beneath
the Arctic Circle in the heart of Swedish Lapland
and approximately 1.5h from Luleå Airport, the Råne
River flows around the village. From here guests
have access to enormous areas of wilderness; the
terrain is unique and it is one of the best places in
the world for snowmobiling. Guests will find miles
of frozen wetlands which guides love to share with
the guests and take them to cross the Arctic Circle.

It is also a great place for guests to relax and take in
the quiet Arctic atmosphere. In the village and the
wilderness all around, is it amazing to walk around
by snowshoes, try Nordic skiis and use the kicksleds
to explore. Enjoy the very special experience of
being immersed in a tiny Arctic village ( just 7 people
live here, guests may even bump into one or two of
them) with delicious traditional cooking and hosting.
The lodge makes a great combination with its more
adventurous sister property - the Aurora Safari Camp
- that is just 45km down the Råne River.

The 102 sqm suite on 1st floor has 3 bedrooms that can be either combination of double or
twin. There is also 2 extra beds and a sofa bed for any additional guests making a total of 9
beds. There is a newly renovated bathroom and a fully equipped kitchen. The cosy lounge has a
fireplace, a bar, vinyl player with a small vintage collection of records, a hi-fi speaker, some musical
instruments (Guitar etc) and a large flat screen TV. There is also a selection of board games and
cards to get everyone socializing together!
The ground floor suite has 2 large bedrooms, 1 bunk bedroom with 2 beds and 2 extra beds.
There is also a separate WC, a shower, kitchen and a dining/bar/lounge. Flat screen TV, hi-fi
speaker and a lot of board games, packs of cards etc.
In both suites your private host will also be your chef and prepare delicious food for you and your
traveling companions each evening. If booking the Suite on a separate basis (not the whole lodge)
then you can choose to dine with other guests that may not be part of your group or your chef can
prepare your food for you to dine privately in your suite.
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There is a basement floor in the lodge also; where guests will find a sauna plus a changing room
with direct entrance to the outdoors which is perfect with it’s under floor heating for changing

The Outpost Lodge

from and to your winter gear without bringing the cold inside.
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THE OUTPOST LODGE EXCLUSIVE
Full board. All inclusive
Price includes: Whole lodge privately
hired just for individual groups. Breakfast,
Lunch and Dinner. Snacks and all drinks.
PRIVATE SUITE 102 SQM
Full board, all inclusive.
Price includes: Upstairs Suite privately
hired just for individual groups. Breakfast,
Lunch and Dinner. Snacks and all drinks.
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THE OUTPOST ANEX (VILLA NYGÅRDEN)
In Mårsel village 100 meters from The Outpost Lodge guests also now able to stay in
a traditional Swedish house (Villa Nygårn) which once was the former school teacher’s
accommodation in the village. It is 140 sqm and has 3 bedrooms (1 large double room
and 2 twin/double bedrooms), 2 toilets and 1 shower. There is also a large living room
with a cosy fireplace and a spacious dining area and kitchen. This accommodation is
ideal for a family or a group of friends and has all the inclusions of a stay at the Outpost
such as personal host, meals, activities etc.

ACTIVITIES INCLUDED AT THE OUTPOST AND THE
OUTPOST ANEX (VILLA NYGÅRDEN)
Kicksleds - The classic transportation in the north for hundreds of years. Upgraded
with better runners that are smooth on the winter trails.
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Snowshoes - Ideal to explore the forest and the nearby islands.
Nordic skis - Possible to use both on the tracks and also cross country.
The use of the above equipment is included in a stay at The Outpost and The Outpost
Anex for guests to use as and when they wish. Guides will get guests started if they

The Outpost Lodge

want to explore by themselves or they will come along and lead if guests would prefer.
The area has a varied terrain, and the guides and hosts keep a many different tracks
open to get around in throughout the months of winter.
Extra winter clothes such as winter suits, boots, hats, gloves etc are provided for guests.
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Blombergs Guest House
In August 2022 Aurora Safaris opened a brand new retro Guest House in Gunnarsbyn, the small
community center in Råne River Valley. This house was once owned by the Swedish King and
Wallenberg during the logging era 100 years ago. Now; newly renovated and furnished, this cozy guest
house offers 3 suites with en-suite bathrooms and a total of 12 beds. Guests can either rent a suite
within the Guest House or hire the whole lodge on a private and exclusive basis.
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This is the perfect place to choose if guests want to immerse themselves in
community Arctic life. The Guest House has snowmobile trails starting just behind
the house in the forest which is fantastic also for snowshoes and Nordic Skis. If
looking for a slightly less adventurous day; guests can stroll or kicksled over to the
small grocery store to buy cheese and reindeer meat and have a coffee to truly
experience the local way of living. Blombergs Guest House is also a great start or
finish of a stay in this area either before or after a stay at the Aurora Safari Camp.
Prices are all inclusive and full board.

ACTIVITIES INCLUDED AT
BLOMBERGS GUEST HOUSE
Kicksleds - The classic transportation in the north for hundreds of years. Upgraded
with better runners that are smooth on the winter trails.
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Snowshoes - Ideal to explore the forest.
Nordic skis - Possible to use both on the tracks and also cross country.
The use of the above equipment is included in a stay at Blombergs Guest House for
guests to use as and when they wish. Guides will get guests started if they want

Blombergs Guest House

to explore by themselves or they will come along and lead if guests would prefer.
The area has a varied terrain, and the guides and hosts keep a many different tracks
open to get around in throughout the months of winter.
Extra winter clothes such as winter suits, boots, hats, gloves etc are provided for
guests.
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Lapland Ballooning
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(10 Feb to 10 April)

Aurora Safaris has their own ballooning company; Lapland Ballooning. They are the first company to do
Arctic Ballooning tours in Swedish Lapland for guests. In this area, there is a long history of ballooning
connected with military operations for more than a hundred years. Fly over forests, frozen lakes, rivers
and over mountain tops with the chance to see moose, reindeer, red fox, hare, and Arctic birds.

EVENING HOVERING WITH CHANCES OF NORTHERN LIGHTS
The hovering experience is where the balloon will not fly through the sky but instead be tethered to the ground
(due to safety of flying at night) and raise to around 40m from the ground. This experience includes about 15
min in the air. Snacks and lecture about the northern lights and ballooning in the north by a fireplace before and/
or after the flight. Guests get involved in launching and packing the balloon.
Total time of activity 1-1.5h.
For exclusive stays; guests can buy all 6 seats and we will double your time in the air (if weather allows)

FULL DAY BALLOON EXPEDITION
During the daytime it is possible to fly through the sky with the balloon if the weather conditions allow. Guests
get involved in the planning, getting the balloon ready for the flight and launch. When we land and have packed
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the equipment guests get picked by snowmobile and/or a car and go for lunch and bubbles! This is a full day trip
and you will learn a lot about Råne River Valley, the history of the area, and nature.
Total time of activity 4-5h. Time in the air 45 min to 1 hour.
Note: We strongly recommend that you stay 3-4 nights at Aurora Safari Camp and/or at our lodges The Outpost
and Blombergs Guest House if weather is unstable. This is to maximize the chances of being able to fly in the

Lapland Ballooning

balloon. If it is not possible to fly during your stay you will get a full refund of the balloon activity cost.
For exclusive stays; guests can Buy all 6 seats and enjoy French Grand Cru Champagne to celebrate on landing!
Contact Aurora Safaris for custom price.
Optional; Tailormade balloon day trips. For example, snowmobile or dogsled to the launch site, multiple day tours
etc. Contact us at bookings@aurorasafaris.com

Extra Optional Activities
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SNOWMOBILING
Half Day Snowmobile safari with lunch 3.5 hours
Guided off-road tour on snowmobiles to explore Råne River Valley.
Guests will learn how to handle a snowmobile and head out through
forests, over frozen lakes and rivers and up on mountain tops. An
outdoor lunch is prepared on the tour by the guide over open fire.
Guests will stop regularly and guides will teach them about the
heartlands of Swedish Lapland – the history, nature, seasons and
about the snow and ice-conditions. Single driver possibilities for an
extra cost.
If the guests would like to; guides can bring snowshoes and stop
to hike in interesting terrain around the open river or up on nearby

chance to try to drive in the deep snow. Guests will also enjoy a delicious

forest capped mountain tops where the snowmobiles can’t go.

wilderness lunch. Good chances to see reindeers and/or moose on the way.
Weather conditions dependant. Duration 6-7 hours Season 10 Jan - 30

The above tour can be a Transfer if requested. Snowmobile tour

April.

from/to Aurora Safari Camp (3,5h) that starts/ends at Sörbyn Lodge
or Arctic Retreat as part of a transfer from one to the other.

Snowmobile expedition (5-6h) Aurora Safari Camp to/from The Outpost
Lodge.

Full Day Snowmobile safari with lunch 5 hours

If you’re looking for something truly magical that heightens the feeling of

As above, but with a longer tour on snowmobiles to explore Råne

being secluded in the Northern wilderness then why not book a stay that

River Valley from off the roads on the winter trails in the area.

means zero car transportation? From mid-January onwards guests can

SPECIAL SNOWMOBILE ARRANGEMENTS

transfer between the Outpost and the Aurora Safari Camp by snowmobile
along the frozen river and in the forest. Contact us and we will provide a
tailor-made programme.

The Outpost to the Arctic Circle
Cross endless open frozen wetlands and stop at amazing viewpoints

Note: If a guest damages a snowmobile the minimum fee is 15000 SEK

overlooking the forest. If conditions are safe then guests will get a

in extra charge no matter the size of the damage. Will be charged on site.
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Extra Optional Activities

DOGSLEDDING
One of the most enjoyable and iconic ways of traveling through the forests and over frozen waters

Half day husky tour with outdoor lunch 3.5

in the Arctic north is by dog sled. Guests can choose from a variety of tours;

hours
Guests will steer their own sled through

Half day husky tour with Fika 2.5 hours

a beautiful white landscape and enjoy the

A shorter tour experiencing the magic of dogsledding! Guests can drive their own team of sleddogs

scenery and power of the dogs. Half-way

to a beautiful spot to enjoy some traditional Swedish snacks called Fika. As they travel through

guests will stop for a tasty outdoor lunch

the white wonderland they will get a chance to learn more about the huskies and the history of

from around the campfire and cuddle the

dog sledding in the area.

hard-working huskies.

birds. Guides will bring snowshoes and explore the old forest around
the Arctic Circle and enjoy lunch in the open air. Guests will have the
opportunity to cross the line through the Arctic Circle portal and do a
small ceremony to celebrate.
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with the chance to see moose, reindeer, red fox, hare, and Arctic

Duration 4-5 hours

SAMI EXPERIENCE AND MEET THE REINDEER
ICE SCULPTING

Guests will visit a reindeer keeper family (Sami) and meet their
precious reindeer. A traditional lunch is served and guests will learn

Guests can get their creative juices flowing with an ice sculpting class

about the Sami culture and their work and relationship with the

using large blocks of ice from the river with pro-tools. Guides will get

reindeer.

you started, and then it is up to guests how long they wish to work

Duration 2-3 hours

on their creations; sometimes guests will return to their block over the
course of their whole stay at the camp.

STORFORSEN FALLS EXCURSION

ARCTIC CIRCLE EXCURSION BY CAR

Drive through small country roads to the forest where you will find
Europe’s largest waterfalls; Storforsen. The falls are great to visit all

The Arctic Circle lies just a little north of the Aurora Safari Camp. At this

year round but in winter it is particularly spectacular with ice, snow,

‘imaginary’ line the sun does not rise at all on the 21st of December for a

and whitewater that roars at full power down the rocks. This is a full

day. The more north you go from here the polar night lasts for longer. For

day tour with lunch at Stoforsen Hotel.

this excursion, guests will drive with their guide on local country roads

Duration 5-6 hours
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ICE FISHING & FIKA
Guests will get the opportunity to go ice fishing!
Learn about the ice, the species of fish in the lake/river
and how to use an ice-drill. Enjoy Swedish Fika with
cinnamon rolls and warm drinks while hoping for a
catch to come in!
Duration 3 hours

SNOWMOBILE MOOSE SAFARI
In the Råne River area, moose are always hiding in
the forest and sometimes walk out on the frozen lakes
to find fresh branches to eat. Guests will go out in a
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sled pulled by snowmobile for a chance to track down

PHOTOGRAPHY WORKSHOP

these kings and queens of the forests. Lunch is served
outdoors on open fire or in a wilderness cabin. 2-4
persons in the sled.

Northern lights and/or Arctic lowlight

Extra Optional Activities

After dinner guests will go to a spot with a good view to the North. Learn about
photography in almost dark conditions with manual settings. If clear skies, there are

Duration 3,5 hours

MOOSE SAFARI BY CAR WITH FIKA

great chances for Northern Lights and guides will show guests how to be prepared
with the correct settings. There are also possibilities to shoot the milky way and the sky

As above; guests will travel instead by car around

with the stars. If it is cloudy guides will give guests a “Lowlight” workshop where they

the area in search of these majestic animals. Stop for

will learn how to take images of fire, write in the air with torches and more.

some Fika along the way.

Duration 2 hours

Duration 3 hours

In Northernmost Sweden, winter temperatures can vary a lot. The

It is recommended for guests to bring:

temperature can range easily from around 0 degrees Celsius to minus
40 Celsius. The good thing about cold temperatures compared to

- Thermo base layers such as leggings and long sleeved base tops

very warm temperatures is that you can protect yourself from it very

- Thermo socks

well with the correct clothing and equipment. Extra winter clothing

- Hat and gloves - mittens work well as they keep fingers better

is available to guests during their stay however there are a few

insulated
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Winter Clothing & Packing List

items that are recommended to keep guests warm and comfortable
throughout their stay.

CLOTHING

At all accommodations, the guides will have extra heavy-duty winter
suits, socks, gloves, hats etc. for guests to use; but for general use,
when not doing activities, and when simply transferring between
places it is a good idea for guests to have their own equipment and

The best method of dressing for the cold temperatures is by using
the ‘layering’ method which offers the opportunity for pockets of air
that acts as insulation to be trapped between the layers and help

clothing also.

LUGGAGE

guests feel much warmer. Clothing does not have to be expensive to
be effective! It is important that the clothes, and particularly shoes,

At all accommodations; it is good for the guides to know if you have

are not too tight on your body as this will allow more air to circulate

a lot of luggage in advance (more than one large bag per person) to

and therefore keep you warmer. Most of your body heat leaves

plan logistics. It is wise to have a large handbag or a small backpack

through your head so a good hat will be a must.

to bring on excursions and activities.
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Booking Terms

20% non-refundable deposit to lock the booking. Full payment latest 30 days before arrival.
When cancellation 30 days before arrival or earlier. Full refund of final payment (not the deposit).
When cancellation 29 days before arrival or later. No refund.
Insurance: Aurora Safari Camp and The Outpost have liability insurance. Guests are always
recommended to look over their travel insurance situation.
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BANK INFO FOR INTERNATIONAL TRANSFERS
Bank name: Swedbank Luleå Branch
Bank address: Swedbank Luleå. Köpmangtan 34 97323 Luleå, Sweden
IBAN: SE1280000820166942983476
SWIFT/BIC: SWEDSESS OR SWEDSESSXXX (8 resp 11 letters system)
Bankgiro 806-7613 Corporate ID nr 556711-3096 VAT reg nr: SE556711309601

Contact Aurora Safaris
Gamlabya vägen 19, 96197 Gunnarsbyn, Sweden,
+46729258726 | bookings@aurorasafaris.com
www.aurorasafaricamp.com | www.theoutpostsweden.com
@aurorasafaricamp

